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ABSTRACT

Majesty Omar (MBUH) was known one of the best and greatest person in Islam religion and Islamic culture, his dominant to Islam religion caused Muslims can say Azan with a laud voice and the Islam religion has been increased significantly, whereas Islam religion were in a districted state, Majesty Omar (MBUH) implemented a great feat for Islam stability at his time, And got along with Majesty Mohammad (PBUH) for the reinforcement of Islam religion, in 10 years of his caliphate term he could perform some significant functions for the luminosity of Islamic religion culture such as: Islamic victories, Treasury Stove (Baitulmal), justice division of properties, creation of calendar and grant worthy to the day, month and year, construction of large cities etc…….

Majesty Omar is only the famous one in over the world, whom the western Interrogators and scientist named him as a creator of consistency to the luminosity of Islamic religion culture.
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Introduction

The holy Islam religion has been activated in Saudi Arabia Island, while the new messages and conception of variant issues that had than other religions, and has been growth and deployed in several societies in a short time. The important parts of this religion are: monotheism, prophecy and vatical which by this deliberation could contiguous the other civilized countries and caused their nations to accept the Islam religion, the people who guided by Majesty Mohammad (PBUH) in along his prophecy term, caused make a change to the luminosity of Islam religion and could make an innovation to the history of the globe. The Islam religion could raise dignitaries’ people in it, which could struggle to the ignorance Arab nation and globalized this religion, the shining faces who growth beside Majesty Mohammad (PBUH) and educated by the ethics of Majesty Mohammad (PBUH) and received to eminency of virtue and wisdom, from one of these one person was Majesty Omar (MBUH) whose individualities and functions is the largest sign for the believability of Islam religion culture and we can say the scrambles and efforts and self-devoted that he had, he could extend the Islam religion up to greatness and potency position in over the world.

Majesty Omar (MBUH) has been performed an effected and valuable pattern to the Islam religion culture, his dominant to Islam religion at the first of Islam caused for strength of Islam religion by other side at time of his caliphate he could introduce Islam to western scientists and further Islam scholars as a greatest and powerful religion by his extremely activities that he had such as: establishment of Islamic government, economy and Islamic deployment.

In this article the greatest discussion is the significance presence of Majesty Omar (MBHU) in luminosity and culture of Islam and this point that how he became very famous, which kind of exclusivity personality he had and what kind of new functions he implemented at his caliphate term which caused him be a special person than others.

Why his caliphate term is very pompous and what was his rule in establishment of Islamic government and history of Islam?

Majesty Omar (MBUH) was the second Caliph of Muslims and he has been showed significant abilities and skills while the history was in shaping at the time of Majesty Mohammad (PBUH), by the way at his
caliphate period he accomplished a historical convex rule in parte of Islamic culture as his name has been written and registered by the golden script at the line of grand men in the history of the world, the life of Caliph Majesty Omar (MBUH) can be divided into two parts: before the caliphate and after the caliphate of Majesty Abubaker while he became a caliph who could arise the potency and grandeur of Islam religion in over the world.

1: Majesty Omar (MBUH) before caliphate:

Absolutely after one year the Muslims who started their travels to Habasha, a momentous event occur in Islam history which had a very prodigious effect for Islam invitation and it was converting to Islam of Majesty Omar son of Khetab (MBUH) who was the head strong person enemy of the Islam and strongly opposite it and oriented to a new religion which was Islam religion, he was a powerful man in Arabic society specially in Quraish tribe he had a magnificent position and he was an infrequent person in bravery.

Converting him to Islam religion got the confidence of many Muslims specially those who were (slaves and servants) and also caused many Arab people for merging to Islam, the Muslims performed their liability ceremonies secretly; while Majesty Omar (MBUH) became Muslim they could invite people in a transpicuous state. (1)

The western scientists, Interrogators and writers known the rule of Majesty Omar (MBUH) in Islam culture as a magnitude rule and are claimed that He was the founder of Islamic culture and he was the person whom brought out the Islam religion out of Saudi Arabia Island.

As Majesty Omar (MBUH) was a crucial person while he was a polytheist as same as while he emerged to Islam religion he assists Majesty Mohammad (PBUH) shoulder by shoulder and he is counted as a key person in Islam history.

Majesty Omar (MBUH) has been merged to Islam religion in 6th prophecy session and while he became a Muslim all Muslims got a fresh life, because he was the powerful and famous person among Quraish tribe and also his bravery was the far-famed among the people and his being Muslim was also very heroic and has been consciously oriented to Islam religion.

The reason of merging to Islam religion of this great person is also important as his functions, as at first his intent wasn’t good and he wanted to kill messenger but his good intent has been cleared by hearing of God’s speeches (Holy Quran) which some tales exist about this.

About merging to Islam of Majesty Omar son of Khetab (MBUH) has been narrated like this: his sister Fatima daughter of Khetab and her husband Saeed son of Zaid have been oriented to Islam religion and Khubab son of Alart who was one of the first Muslims and he used to ply to their home and he educated them Holy Quran, one day some friends of Majesty Mohammad (PBUH) such as: Hamza son of Abdul Mutalib who early merged to Islam with Majesty Abubaker (MBUH) and Majesty Ali (MBUH) and others Sahabeh who were sit in a home at Safa mountain hillside, Majesty Omar (MBUH) has been tight his sword and went to attack them, in the way he saw Naeem son of Abdullah and told him: I am going to kill the person who made schism between Quraish tribe and who curse your idols, but Naeem has been aware him from monotheist of his sister and his brother in law and he remind him to be careful about your family members at first and then move to this action, at the same time he turned to his sister house and before entering he listened the Holy Quran sound and he asked: what was that which I heard? They told: have you heard something? He told yes I heard and he says they told me: you become a follower of Majesty Mohammad (PBUH), and then he attacked on his brother in law Saeed and Fatima tried to help him, then Majesty Omar (MBUH) hit his sister and made her bloody, at this time Fatima and her husband told him: yes we become Muslim and we joined monotheism and done everything that you want and never delay to do it, Majesty Omar (MBUH) while saw his sister bloody, he became very regretful, and he required to see Holy Quran and recitation, his sister told him: at first you should take a shower because you are polytheism and these pages are holy and after bathing he recite the verse of Quran which was Taha verse and has been affected by the holy Quran and told: what a great and nice it is and told: carry me to the house of Majesty Mohammad (PBUH) so I could become a faithful. After meeting in Safa Majesty Mohammad (PBUH) come toward him and take from his cloths and told him: for what you come here? Majesty Omar (MBUH) told: I come for having faith to Allah and his messenger and then he hailed and people conceived that: Omar become Muslim, by merging of Majesty Hamza and Majesty Omar the heart of Majesty Mohammad (PBUH) and the other Muslims became strength full and cognize these two men will support them. (2)
As Majesty Omar (MBUH) had a clear rule in Islam history and culture and his merging to Islam had positive effects on solidity of Islam religion and could participate to all wars against pagans should by shoulder with Majesty Mohammad (PBUH) and after he become a caliph he had a high hand in broadcasting of Islam religion to other countries and approval of just and luminosity of Islam civilization.

The most important thing that he done after he became a monotheist he persuades Muslims to not say Azan in hidden place and they don’t need to be scared after that: the Azan said in a loud voice for the first time, for the sound receiving to each person ear, which this action show his greatness and his bravery, by the other side he showed his bravery in the wars especially in the Ohud war he had showed an unique bravery and never escaped from the wars and he was stable beside Majesty Mohammad (PBUH) in each war.

Majesty Omar (MBUH) was the best consultant of Majesty Mohammad (PBUH) in each important function and also he was father in law of Majesty Mohammad (PBUH) as will and his daughter Hafasa was the spouse of Majesty Mohammad (PBUH).

After Majesty Abubaker passed away from this world, Majesty Omar (MBUH) became the second caliph of Muslims who performed his duty as a caliph for ten years and he was the head in Islamic culture and has been performed numbers of functions for improvement and solidity of Islam civilization.

2: Majesty Omar (MBUH) after Caliphate:

As Majesty Omar (MBUH) had a clear rule in Islam history and culture and his merging to Islam had positive effects on solidity of Islam religion and could participate to all wars against pagans should by shoulder with Majesty Mohammad (PBUH) and after he become a caliph he had a high hand in broadcasting of Islam religion to other countries and approval of just and luminosity of Islam civilization.

The history of first term of Islam was under imperium of a person like Majesty Omar (MPUH) which the aforementioned signs were the significant marks, we can say: rapid spread of victories, ground incomes, establishment of new cities, creation of administrative system, creation of union army, creation of judgment formation, creation of organizational letters to un Muslims communities, emphasize for creation of a central puissance, using of Amirul Mominin title within name of Caliph and etc…..

Everything start from caliphate of Majesty Omar (MBUH), Majesty Omar (MBUH) who was a person of opposite to Islam, due to effect of verse of holy Quran that suddenly heard and merged to Islam religion, and from that moment with an unique fidelity become a great and estimable Muslim to Islam religion and messenger like majesty Abubaker or we can say even more famous than Abubaker, he was only the person who could a chivied to caliphate by his own concessions, and his preferment has been accepted to Islamic Ummah by abovementioned clarification, therefore Majesty Omar (MBUH) was the superman history of Islamic Ummah.(3)

Majesty Omar (MBUH) who become a caliph after Majesty Abubaker (MBUH) and could raise the Islam religion and culture to the top of prosperity by his management and ability skills that he had, the Muslims victories have been steepened although from the Island of Saudi Arabia.

Majesty Omar (MBUH) who’s nickname was “Farooq” which means divider who was the great close friend of Majesty Abubaker and performed his duty as an important consultant at that time even before the caliphate of Majesty Abubaker. His notability thus significantly increased while after Majesty Abubaker he selected as a caliph he didn’t find any excuse to reduce it, Muslims who were aware from his uniqueness and faithfully they neither showed any negative action and disagreement according to. Majesty Omar with his friend Majesty Abubaker had allot of deference, he was high and had a broad-shouldered an ebullient person, same to Majesty Abubaker he was simple and devotee, events of time and government responsibilities made him a hot-blooded person and at the same time a cool-headed arbitrator, Majesty Omar (MBUH) was interested to Islam religion and used to always told Muslims that: never be aberrant even by a size of a hair from the order of Islam religion.

At the time of Caliphate of second caliph, the Islam religion has been extremely extended to the adjacent countries, although the victories has been started at the caliphate time of Majesty Abubaker (MBUH) and Khalid son of Walid could triumph allot of regions of Iraq, but after Majesty Omar (MBUH) became caliph,
even the war start not only Iraq but it progressed to Iran, Egypt and Soria as will, and he could extremely victor are those areas to Islam territory and arias the Muslims flag on it, and Majesty Omar (MBUH) could prolong the victories by the same time in eastern and western areas namely Iran and Sham, even the great areas of Iran and Sham was under victory of Islam caliphate in third decade of moonlet, Majesty Omar (MBUH) has been appropriated new incomes to Sahabeh, the conquest countries were suffered allot from the previous statesmen which caused frequently accepted by the heart and life the Islam religion as a new liability and as a source of justice and law and this reason caused for amazing improvement of Muslims victories in various countries. (5)

One of the reasons for Muslim victories was the greatness of Islam although the Muslims had few weapons and few experience of war, as the religion was the source of justice and equalities and had a new message for people, by other side the Muslims Caliph was also follower of this order and they weren’t like other kings a cruel and oppressor on followers, the Majesty Omar (MBUH) always tried to keep Arab nation kind on other conquest countries and always not allowed them to be a cruel and persuade them to operate the just. And also he lived without any duplicity and without any deference than others which these characters caused for victory of Muslims and Islam religion and the triumphed countries inhabitants were bored from cruel of their sovereigns.

The caliphate of Majesty Omar (MBUH) has been deployed Islam religion to Sham, Iraq and Iran which the most important war was the Qadsia ward which the famous king of Iran (Rustam Farukhzad) murdered on it and the leadership of Muslims was in hand of (Sa’ad son of Abi Waqas) and also Khozistan one of the important cities of Iran has been dropped and it’s commander-in-chief arrested and after that the Jola war occurred and at last the Tahawand war occurred which also named as war of (Fathul Foth) and Muslims got victory in all around the Iran and arise the Islam flag on it, this was named (Fathul Foth) for the cause of neither war occurred after that war, the Iranian have been cut out some trench and they fought through it and the Muslims were surrounded them, eventually after difficult wars Muslims became victor but their commander-in-chief Noman son of Moqaren has been killed.

In year of 22 moonlet, the Qazween, Zanjan, Ree, Qomes and Gorgan cities have been triumphed and after victory of Ree, Azerbaijan, Maghan, Babul-Abwab and Darband cities also triumphed by Muslims, the Fars, Kerman and Makran also disposal by Muslims in the year 23 of Moonlet. (6)

The Muslims who were oriented to the power of publicity and new religion which had the message of equality, brotherhood and justice caused that Islam religion rapidly developed and caused Muslims become victor in all around powerful countries and historical cultures like Greece and Fars although their population were less and their weapons were primary.

There were some developments in Sham too, Egypt and Soria were under-control of Muslims and there made some large cities which show the civilization of Islam religion as will.

One of the important things which Majesty Omar (MBUH) made at his caliphate time, it was the eliminate of Khalid son of Walid who was commander-in-chief of Islam army and appointment of Abu Obaida Jarah in state of him, one of the reasons which Majesty Omar (MBUH) eliminate him was this: the Muslims thought that the all improvements and victories which done in Islam religion is for bravery of and manhood of Khalid. But Majesty Omar (MBUH) by disposal of him showed to the people that: the Islam religion which has new messages, properties and superiority than other religions, can develop significantly and the persons help for its development but doesn’t have any rule of determinant, and this religion according to new message of equality which has, made the equality as its first message and he give to understand the people this: that Khalid is only a commander like others and Islam religion can got victory on other countries as will without Khalid, this action was very exact and wisely, the brave commander (Khlid) accept his eliminate by a respect eye and abandoned himself to the authority of Abu Obaida.

Majesty Omar (MBUH) as a capable manager was trying to make Arabian people as soldiers and he not settled them and was telling to his commanders: abandon the land of farmer for themselves for being busy and you should perform your own duty which is Jehad.

Majesty Omar (MBUH) was prohibited the commanders to buy land and agriculture on it, he wanted they should be as a victor and corpsmen in outside Saudi Arabia Island and government make opportunity of salary for them and they should keep the value of war. (7)
While Majesty Omar (MBUH) became a caliph seriously informed people to extremely prevent from annoying of triumphed country people, this order was in this meaning the Arab Muslims should not try to make people Muslim by force as they were famous.

The Arab nation nowise wants to interrupt to administrative affairs of triumphed countries in time of Majesty Omar (MBUH), only they tried to prevent from un-justice and to actuate the religion regulations and law. (8)

Majesty Omar (MBUH) seriously was opposite for presence of none Muslims people in inside Saudi Arabia and in his time he tried allot to annihilate and purging the pagans who were Jewish Hebrew from Saudi Arabia, and the base viewpoint of Majesty was to not allow none Muslim people to live in inside Saudi Arabia and nobody shouldn’t be out of Islam religion follower, for procuration of this goal, he has been unseen the old signed agreements and in years 14, 15 of moonlet in addition of other people he has been kicked out the Jewish nations as will from the region, those Christians who were in Nijran have been run away to Sham and Iraq. (9)

The other measures of Majesty Omar (MBUH) were the appointment of new history for Muslims. He appointed the first day of Majesty Mohammad (PBHU) immigration from Meca to Madina the first day of Moonlet history and also there used the new history, the first day of Muharam of that moonlet year was similar to 15 or 16 January of 622 in calendar, the thing which caused for selection of it, the recognition of immigration was the most important for the destiny of future Islam, furthermore this history was very clear. (10)

Equality versus to orders accomplishments was the rule of Muslim in Islam which with each layer of people acted equality characters which was clearly seen in caliphate time of Majesty Omar (MBUH), while the son of Omaro son of Aas was the governor of Egypt he has kicked an Egyptian and the Egyptian came along to Majesty Omar (MBUH) and want justice: the second caliph of Islam issued an order for presence of Omaro son of Aas and while the case approved, Majesty Omar (MBUH) gave the scourge to the oppressed person and told him: take your revenge, the man wanted to hit Omaro son of Aas but Omaro son of Aas mentioned him that: his son beat him. (11)

Personality and caliphate of Majesty Omar (MBUH) not only respected among Muslims even it’s respectable among foreigner’s historiographers and Interrogators and they knew the Majesty Omar (MBUH) rule in deployment and luminosity of Islamic culture in Islam religion as a glory.

According to the physical appearance Majesty Omar (MBUH) was an enormous man with a high length, apparently he was respectable and he was a man of order and also he behave with himself and with others by Hadith and he had the nickname of “Farooq”, because he was serious in justice and preventing from cruel and he never had mercy on offenders. (12)

Majesty Omar (MBUH) has been injured at 23 of moonlet year on Wednesday by a magician as a name of (Abu Lo’lo’) who was slave of Mughayera son of Sha’ba, and due to detection of sores Majesty Omar (MBUH) passed away and his funeral was on Sunday first of Moharam at 24 of moonlet year, he was from Adi family a part of Quraish tribe; his mother name was Hantama daughter of Hasham son of Mughayera Makhzoomi, paternal cousin of Abul Jahel and his caliphate term was ten years and six months and eight days. (13)

Deduction:

1: we are going to deduct from achievements of Majesty Omar (MBUH) and from above writing that: Majesty Omar (MBUH) become a creator of rouse and caused for globalization of Islam religion, with crucial and passion that he had for deployment of Islam religion, he could found Islam civilization.

2: the second caliph of Islam religion could stretch great Islam religion out of Saudi Arabia to the world and his civil activities made him more deferent than everyone, he made a bright face to the history of Islam religion.

3: Majesty Omar (MBUH) could create the Islamic unity among Ummah and he forwarded all people under a one flag, merged to Islam of countries such as: Iraq, Iran, Soria and Egypt were the cause of non-stoppable 24/7 painstaking of Majesty Omar (MBUH).

4: the functions of second caliph of Islam religion made Islam religion to a cultural religion and he could made Islam religion the greatest cultural society than other countries in cultural part. Creation of Treasury Stove (Baitulmal), justice division of properties, creation of calendar and give identification to the day, month and year and its specifications show his deference than others.
5: exclusivity of Majesty Mohammad (MBUH) was in his overbearing and honesty how was he worthy in Islam domain, equally the Quraish was scared from him.

6: at the time of Majesty Mohammad (PBUH) afford and scramble of Majesty Omar (MBUH) is important in Islam history, participate in wars and his headstrong defends made the basic columns of Islam stronger.

7: Majesty Omar (MBUH) put the columns of Islamic culture and by creation of large cities like Basra, Kofa, and creation of courts, control and division of booties by justice made the Islamic government strength.

8: the title of (Amirul Mominin) was the novation of Majesty Omar (MBUH) and for unity of Umma made the Taraweh prayer all-around the Muslims societies.

9: rule of Majesty Omar (M PUH) in creation of Islamic government and his greatness and worthiness is greater than every king who further tried for creation of a government.
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